Since this is a lecture dedicated to the memory of Josiah Willard Gibbs let me start with that purely mathematical discovery which Gibbs contributed to the theory of Fourier series. Fourier series have to do with the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the oldest, simplest, and most important of all spectrum problems, that of the vibrating string. In preparing this lecture, the speaker has assumed that he is expected to talk on a subject in which he had some first-hand experience through his own work. And glancing back over the years he found that the one topic to which he has returned again and again is the problem of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in its various ramifications. It so happens that right at the beginning of my mathematical career I wrote two papers on what we now call the Gibbs phenomenon.
1. Gibbs phenomenon. Take a simple periodic function with a discontinuity, for example, the function l°(x) of period 2x which equals 0 f or -7T <x <0 and 1 for 0 <x <w. In a letter to the editor of Nature published on April 27, 1899, Gibbs, correcting a statement in a previous letter, pointed out that the limit of the graphs of the partial sums y~l°n(x) of the Fourier series of l°(x) includes not only the vertical ascent from the level 0 to the level 1 at x = 0, but extends vertically beyond it by a specific amount. A. A. Michelson had started the discussion in Nature by criticizing the way in which the mathematicians are wont to describe the limit of the sequence of those partial sums; he had pleaded for adding to the two horizontal levels the vertical precipice. Today we find in the notion of uniform convergence the most adequate analysis of the phenomenon. Introduce the sinus integral 1 r x sin £ Si(*)«-I --d$ and consider a closed interval J, say -7r/2^#<x/2, containing only the one discontinuity at x = 0. It is, of course, not true that the difference between l°(x) and the nth partial sum lj(x) converges
The twenty-second Josiah Willard Gibbs lecture delivered at Columbus, Ohio, December 28, 1948, under the auspices of the American Mathematical Society; received by the editors January 17, 1949. uniformly to zero in J, but it is true that in(x) -Si (nx) does so. Thus the graph of l2(x) for large n is essentially that of the undulating function Si (x) compressed at the ratio \\n in the ^-direction.
Instead of direct summation one can apply to infinite series, in particular to Fourier series, other methods of summation. Let me mention only one here: in the Fourier series ]Cn»-«>#ne inx add the factor e~" 
Er(a) = f V«\£
in the same sense as it is ruled by Si (x) for the direct summation. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that Er (x/2t 112 ) is actually a solution-though not a periodic one-of the heat equation.
In the two papers just mentioned [l] 1 I considered the Gibbs phenomenon for a certain general type of summation methods. My chief concern was with the simplest two-dimensional case of eigenfunctions, namely Laplace's expansion of functions on a sphere in terms of spherical harmonics. Nothing new occurs if the function has a discontinuity along a smooth line with a continuous tangent. But quite an impressive mountain landscape develops in the neighborhood of a point where this line makes an angle. There was one specific one-dimensional problem which attracted my attention. It deals with a circular metal ring consisting of two halves of different conductivities a and |8. Assume the normalization a+j3 = 1. If one of the halves has a temperature of 100° C. at the time 2 = 0, the other of 0°, how will the temperature level off in the progress of time? The solution can be easily expressed by means of the function Er, and this gives the Gibbs phenomenon for the heat conduction summation of the corresponding eigenfunction expansion. The Gibbs phenomenon for direct sum-mation is a more subtle question because the distribution of the eigenvalues X depends on the arithmetical character of the numbers a and j3. Only if they are rational, the problem may be settled by fairly direct computation (A). The result would carry over to an arbitrary irrational a if it were true that a can be approximated by a sequence of fractions a n /c n (n= 1, 2, • • • ) such that n(a -a n /c n ) -> 0, c n /n -> 0 f or n -> <*>.
It is simple enough to show that this can be done, and thus to determine the Gibbs phenomenon for arbitrary conductivities a, ]8. Our lemma on Diophantine approximations proves at the same time the equidistribution mod. 1 of the multiples na of an irrational number a. When, not so long after, I learned through Felix Bernstein about the problem of mean motion in Lagrange's linear theory of perturbation for the planetary system, a problem P. Bohl had connected with that of equidistribution mod. 1, I remembered this investigation and tried to settle the question of equidistribution in a more general form [2] . This is an example of how experience in one field of mathematics may give one the lead in an entirely different field. It is chiefly for this lesson that I have mentioned here this early work of mine, by which, in a very modest way, I paid homage to the genius of Gibbs about forty years ago.-Incidentally, Fourier series provided the basis for the analytic method which I brought to bear on the general problem of deciding whether a given sequence of real numbers £1, £2, • • • is equidistributed mod. 1. Such equidistribution can be formulated as a statement concerning the mean value of any Riemann integrable function j(x) of period 1 for the argument values # -£i> £2, • • • ; and the gist of the method lies in the observation that verification of the statement for the special periodic functions e 2vnix (n = 0, ± 1, ±2, • • • ) is sufficient. 2. Limit circle and limit point. As one knows, Fourier series were generalized by Sturm and Liouville so as to cover the eigenvalues X and eigenf unctions cj>(s) of the self-ad joint differential equation It shows that eigenfunctions 0, 0* belonging to two distinct eigenvalues X, X* are necessarily orthogonal, ƒ000* -^ = 0. On taking X* = X, 0* = 0 one finds that for a non-real X the function 0(s) cannot satisfy a real linear boundary condition at both ends without vanishing identically; for under these circumstances our equation would give f&fds = 0. The positive-definite character of the integrand 0$ is decisive here. The spectrum of the eigenvalues is discrete provided the differential equation is regular at both ends, that is, provided p(s), q(s) are continuous and p(s) actually positive throughout the closed interval O^s^g/. If we make this assumption only for the right-open interval 0^s<l, as we shall now do, then the end s = 0 stays regular, but the end s = I is (possibly) singular. Let us throw the singular end into 5 = + oo. Under these circumstances one must expect that a continuous spectrum will appear side by side with the point spectrum.
Moreover it seems that sometimes a boundary condition is required at the singular end, just as it would be for a regular one, but sometimes not.
The very first result by which I added my mite to our stock of mathematical knowledge had to do with the clarification of this issue [3], Since one cannot vouch that the spectrum will not cover the entire real X-axis, I had the simple idea (not as trivial at that time as it has now become) to determine Green's function G(s, t) neither for X = 0 nor for any real X, but for a X in the upper half-plane,5X>0, for example for X = i. Let rj(s) 1 6 (s) designate the two solutions 0(5) =0(5; X) of (1) 
and this fractional linear or Möbius transformation h->w maps the real fe-axis upon a circle in the w-plane. Here X is a given value in the upper half-plane. We now compare two such values X, Xo. Whereas <f)(s) =0(5; X), rj, 8, and so on refer to X, let 0o, rjo, 0o, and so on refer to Xo. By picking a point w° on Cf = C1ÇK0) one fixes the coefficient h of the real boundary condition (2). Clearly the point w = w(K) on Ci=Ci(X) for which (4) satisfies the same boundary condition as <j)o = w°'rjo -do at s = Z proceeds from w° by a certain Möbius transformation w°-*w. Points w° and w on C? and Ci thus related may be called homologous points. We now face the task of transferring these obvious answers to the limit I-» 00. For that purpose the definitions of the circle Ci and of the homology between the two circles Cj(Xo) and CiÇK) must first be given a new form, one that looks more complicated but is in fact more instructive. Put X* = X, <£* = # in (3) : This shows at once that Cv lies inside Ci if V>1. Hence with / tending to infinity, Ci shrinks either to a limit circle or a limit point C= C(X). This alternative, limit circle or limit point, is clearly the correct formulation of the question whether or not to impose a boundary condition at s = <*>.
Next we have to put the description of the homology mapping w°->w of the circle Cf upon Ci into a form suitable for passage to the limit /-»oo. Pick a point w° on Cj°= Cj(X 0 ) and form (5) <l>o ( From the solution <j>(s), (4), one gets w = w(K) as its initial value 0(0). This prescription at once carries over to the limit Z-» 00 ; one has simply to replace integration from 0 to / in our integral equation by one extending from 0 to 00. Of course in (5) the factor w° is now supposed to be a point on the circle C° (whether that is a real circle or degenerates into a point). Indeed, on trying to solve in the simplest way the integral equation thus resulting, namely by the Neumann series, one finds by direct estimates that the series converges within the circle around X 0 in the X-plane that touches the real axis. Hence analytic continuation encounters no obstacle, and 0(0; X) =w(X) is a regular analytic function in the entire upper half X-plane. The method works in both the limit-circle and the limit-point cases. In the latter w° is the limit point for Xo, and the construction gives the limit point w = w(\) for X. Whether the singular end 5= 00 is of the limit circle or limit point type does not depend on the value of X as long as X is restricted to the upper half-plane. In the limit circle case it follows easily that the homology mapping w°->w~wÇk) of C° onto C is a Möbius transformation with coefficients depending analytically on X (for 3X>0).
If one replaces the differential equation (1) by the corresponding difference equation, one arrives at a neat formulation for the theory of Stieltjes' continued fractions and his moment problem. It was treated by E. Hellinger in a manner analogous to the one outlined here for the differential equation [4] . The moment problem is a very special limiting case of an interpolation problem in the theory of analytic functions w -w(X) of a complex variable X first studied by G. Pick and R. Nevanlinna [S] . It concerns analytic functions w(K) defined in the upper half X-plane, 3X>0, the values of which have themselves positive imaginary parts. For the moment let us call them positive functions. How far is such a function determined if its values w(a n ) are prescribed for a sequence of points X = cei, a 2 , • • • in the upper half-plane? The differential problem corresponding to this interpolation or difference problem can be put in the form of a system of two linear differential equations of the first order for two unknowns 0, <j>' containing the spectral parameter X in broken linear fashion, (Sx)
with real coefficients which satisfy the inequalities
This general system now replaces our former system (1) or
(L X ) -f = -•*'(*), -f--(q(s) -X)•*(,).
ds p(s) ds The theory of limit circles and of the homology mapping of the limit circles for different values of X carries over practically without alteration to this more general problem [ó] . The decisive point is the positive definite character of the integrand
that appears in Green's formula and takes over the role played by <t>f in the problem (Lx). By direct constructive solutions of integral equations one thus proves the fundamental facts about the Nevanlinna interpolation problem, which Nevanlinna himself had derived with the aid of some of the strong "existential" methods characteristic for the theory of analytic functions, such as the Vitali theorem (B).
Expansion theorem for ordinary self-adjoint linear differential
equations of second order with singular end. For the classical problem (Lx) the investigation of the singular end 5 = 00 is merely a preliminary to the study of expansions by eigenfunctions. What one has to expect can be predicted when one first replaces the singular end 00 by the regular end /. But one has to obliterate the feature of a discrete spectrum by writing the sum over the eigenvalues in the expansion formula as a Stieltjes integral involving a non-decreasing step function. Rather than attempt to carry out the passage to the limit I->oo one seeks to verify the formula thus obtained directly for the interval 0 ^ s< co with the singular end co. For simplicity's sake let us prescribe the boundary condition <£'(0)=0 at the regular end s = 0. Then we know a priori that for any eigenvalue X = X n the function 7](s) X n ) must be the eigenfunction. The eigenvalues are those real values of X for which rj(s; X) satisfies a given real linear boundary Let A = (Xi, X2) be any interval on the real X-axis, and, x(X) being any function of the real X, let Ax stand for the difference x(X 2 ) -#(Xi).
We may now define a nondecreasing step function pz(X) by the equation
(If one of the ends Xi, X2 of the interval is an eigenvalue, the summand riÇKi) or r*(X2) in (7) should be counted with the weight 1/2 only.) After forming
our expansion appears as the following Stieltjes integral extending over the real X-axis:
(9) ƒ(*) ~ f n(s; \)da(\).
One has good reason to hope that in this form the expansion theorem will carry over to the interval (0, «>) with the singular end QO, and in anticipation of this result we have dropped the subscript I in (8) .
The whole problem boils down to determining the nondecreasing function p(X). For a finite interval O^s^l and a non-real X one easily proves (C) the following expansion, which is uniformly convergent with respect to s: (10) 3*(*;X)= f a--r iK*;/*)<*pG0
3 dp(ji).
-oo M -X
We expect these equations to hold even for the infinite intervalalthough p(X) may then cease to be a step function-if w(K) and <j>(s; X) are constructed from a (or the) point w° on the limit circle C° according to the prescription given before. Denote by A e the segment A after it has been raised by the positive amount e in the direction of the imaginary axis. One computes Ap and AP(S)=JATI(S; X)dp(X) from (11) and (10) as the limits
The first formula determines p. When turning these heuristic arguments into an actual proof one should first endeavor to prove the existence of the limit (12) and then to establish the expansion (9), (8) , with the density differential dp thus constructed. Mean convergence of the expansion is to be expected for any square integrable ƒ(s) ; certain slight restrictions imposed upon f(s) will insure ordinary uniform convergence.
Many authors have written on our subject. My own first approach was based on Hubert's general theory of spectral decomposition of a bounded symmetric linear operator and specialized it by taking advantage of the particular circumstances prevailing for the dif-ferential problem in question, above all, of the fact that for any eigenvalue X the eigenfunction, rj(s; X), is known a priori [7] . M. H. Stone's procedure in his book on Linear transformations in Hubert space [S] is of the same character, but he is able to utilize the machinery of general concepts developed in the twenty intervening years for axiomatized Hubert space. Earlier, the Stieltjes method, on which Hellinger had founded Hubert's general theory [9], had been directly applied to the special differential problem by E . Hilb [lO] ; but he did not carry it so far as to obtain the explicit construction of the differential dp. Recently E. C. Titchmarsh in several papers and in his book on Eigenfunction expansions [ll] resumed this direct approach. The basic equation (12) is due to him. Yet his construction of wÇK) and of dp is not as direct as I should wish them. Also a number of contributions made by A. Wintner and P. Hartman during the last two years ought to be mentioned [12] . The formula (12) was rediscovered by Kunihiko Kodaira (who of course had been cut off from our Western mathematical literature since the end of 1941) ; his construction of p and his proofs for (12) and the expansion formula (9), still unpublished, seem to clinch the issue. It is remarkable that forty years had to pass before such a thoroughly satisfactory direct treatment emerged ; the fact is a reflection on the degree to which mathematicians during this period got absorbed in abstract generalizations and lost sight of their task of finishing up some of the more concrete problems of undeniable importance. such that K(u) è n n . This characterizes n n independently of the preceding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as the "minimum of a maximum." The construction of such a u as the lemma requires is easy enough: a suitable linear combination Ci<j>i(s)+ • • • +c n cf> n (s) of the first n eigenvectors will do the trick. I used this lemma (in a slightly different form) for the purpose of carrying over to all K n statements that are evident for the first reciprocal eigenvalue K\ [13] .
Here is an example. Suppose you add to a kernel K a positive-definite one k, that is, one for which k(u)^0.
It is clear that the first reciprocal positive eigenvalue K* of K*~K+k is greater than or equal to K\\ for K\ is the maximum of K(u) and K* the maximum of K(u)+k (u) under the condition ||w|| 2^l . Our lemma carries the inequality over to all K'S arranged in descending order: /c w^Kn *.
This result is of immediate application to the two-dimensional membrane problem. Let the membrane cover a region S of (Jordan) area V. With the argument P ranging over the points of S the eigenvalues X and eigenfunctions <j>{P) satisfy the differential equation A<£+X<£ = 0 in S and the condition </ > = 0 along the boundary S' of S. The differential equation together with the boundary condition is equivalent to the integral equation
the symmetric kernel of which is the Greene function G(P, Q). Divide 5 by a line / into two parts Si, S2 and let d, G 2 be their Green's functions (setting G t (P, Q) = 0 if one of the argument points P, Q or both are outside Si). It can easily be shown that the kernel G -(G1+G2) is positive-definite. Hence the nth eigenvalue \ n of G is less than or equal to the nth eigenvalue X n ' of Gi+G 2 . The eigenvalues of G1+G2 are the eigenvalues of a membrane covering S which is kept fixed not only along the boundary S', but also along the line I. By combining this result with the known asymptotic distribution of the membrane eigenvalues for a square it could readily be deduced that the fixing of the membrane along I does not alter the asymptotic distribution, Xn/X n -> 1 for n~>oo, and moreover to establish the law of asymptotic distribution, according to which the number NÇK) of eigenvalues less than X equals asymptotically (F/47r)-X. After the first world war Courant resumed this sort of problems [14] . If I see correctly, his essential contribution is not the minimummaximum principle formulated in our fundamental lemma, but its application to a fairly general typical situation. The maximum of a quadratic form K(u) depending on a vector u of length not greater than 1 in a vector space § is lowered if additional restrictions are imposed upon u, for example, if u is restricted to a linear subspace §' of §. If the quadratic form is what Hubert calls completely continuous, this obvious statement may be put into the inequality Ki ^/ci. The quadratic form K{u) in §' is (u, K f u) where K f is the operator K followed by perpendicular projection upon ^p'. While Ki is the first reciprocal eigenvalue of the operator K in ^, K{ has the same significance for the operator K' in §'. The lemma carries the inequality K{ ^KI over to all reciprocal (positive) eigenvalues, K n ' ^K n . It is clear that the fixing of a membrane along the line / introduces a new restriction, and hence Courant's observation at once gives rise to the inequality X w^Xn ', derived before in another way, for the eigenvalues X w , X n ' of the undivided and divided membrane. Anyone familiar with the abstract concept of Hubert space who ponders a little more closely upon the situation to which the principle is applied here, will describe it as follows. All continuous functions u(P) in the closed region S with continuous first derivatives in the interior, such that M = 0 at the boundary and the Dirichlet integral
D(u)=fs(gra,d u)
2 dP is finite, form a functional space ^p. Define the square j|w|| 2 of the length of a vector u in this space by D(u), and not by I(u)=fsu 2 dP. The closure of § with respect to this metric is a Hilbert space § and I(u) is a completely continuous quadratic form in §. Without altering the other conditions for the functions w£ § add the restriction u = 0 along the line /. The closure of the subspace §' thus obtained is a closed subspace §' of §, and the relation holds for the reciprocal eigenvalues of the form I(u) in § and in §' respectively. (Forming the closure is essential since the eigen-functions of the divided membrane are in §' but in general not in $', because of the jump of their normal derivative along I. To be sure, by going back to the proof of the fundamental lemma, one can avoid this whole abstract set-up. But for the moment we are interested in the general formulation.)
Let then K{u) again be a completely continuous quadratic form in a Hubert space @, and § be a closed subspace of ®. For simplicity's sake we assume K{u) to be positive-definite and denote the eigenvalues of K{u) in © and in § by X n and /x n respectively. We have seen that (13) X n g Mn. I regret that shortness of time prevents me from illustrating these general developments by their applications to the classical problems of elastic and electromagnetic oscillations (D).
5. Zeta-function of the membrane and asymptotic laws for its eigenf unctions. The physicist will not be satisfied with a knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues alone; also that of the eigenfunctions should be investigated. Carleman was the first to attack this more difficult problem by a new powerful method 
u(P;t)= f G(P,Q;t)f(Q)-dQ J s
is the temperature of the disk 5 at the point P and at the moment t if f(P) describes the initial distribution of temperature and the boundary of S is kept constantly on the temperature zero. For the infinite plane G(P, Q; t) is
where TPQ denotes the distance of the two points P, Q. For an arbitrary domain S we write
G(P,Q;t) =Go(P,Q;0 -g(P,Q;t).
For a fixed P in the interior of 5, the compensating term g(P, Q\ t) is a solution of (14) which vanishes for t-»0 and on the surface S f of S has the same boundary values as the principal part Go.
The maximum which the principal term Go assumes when P and / are given, but Q varies over the boundary S', is h denoting the shortest distance of P from the boundary. As a function of / this Ho is on the increase from / = 0 to /= T = 4/lp and then decreases. A simple argument shows that, as long as 0<tl&T, the compensating function g(P, Q; t) of Q is positive and reaches its maximum at the boundary, or (15) 0<g(P,Q;t) g H 0 (P;t)
for all Qin 5 and 0<t£T. In terms of the orthonormal system of eigenfunctions </> n (P) and their eigenvalues X n Green's function is expressible as the sum (16) Z e-^n(P)*n(Ö).
The series
*.CP)*,(6) (17)
Ç(P, Q;s) « E M may be called the f-function and accordingly (16) the ô-function of the membrane problem. We know that (17) converges uniformly in P and Q for all complex s the real part cr of which is greater than or equal to 2. For 5 = 1, 2, 3, • • • the f-function gives Green's function G(P, Ç) of the membrane and its successive iterations. One of Riemann's methods for deriving the properties of the ordinary f-function was based on a connection between the 0-function and the f-function, which at once carries over to the general functions here considered as follows : (18) r(s).f(P f Ç;*)« pGCP.Q;*)-
On the basis of this relation Minakshisundaram proves that T(s)
•J"(P, Q\ s) is a regular function of 5 in the entire s-plane if P, Q are two distinct inner points of 5, but that it is regular except for a simple pole at 5 = 1 with residue 1/47T if Q and P coincide. Still following Riemann, Minakshisundaram splits the integral Jo on the right of (18) into JQ+JT-Because of the uniform convergence of £*(P, Q; 2), the 0-function (16) falls off exponentially with t-»<*>, and hence the integral is a regular-analytic function of 5 in the whole 5-plane. If PT^Q the formula <W <*<>-£.»(-£)-!<*. 0:0 together with the estimate (IS) proves that G(P, Q; t) also goes down exponentially to zero with 1//-»oo, and hence the integral f 0 is likewise regular-analytic in s. This proves the result for P^Q. However if Q=*P then G(P,P;*)=»---g(P,P;0.
47T/
The second part is positive and does not exceed iîo(P; t)\ therefore 
regular function R(s).

47T 5 ~ 1
Unfortunately this conclusion is too hasty: if P is near the boundary, Ho(P; t) is not so small. By carrying out the integration over P in the relation G(P, P; 0 = g(P, P; 0, 0 ^ g(P, P; 0 g #o(P; 0, one finds that the remainder R(s) in (19) is regular at least for a > 1/2 ; it seems difficult to go beyond the vertical <r = 1/2. Standard devices familiar from the theory of Riemann's f-function permit one to deduce from this behavior of the f-function of the membrane Carleman's asymptotic formulas
and also the "incoherence relation"
for P ^ 0.
X n^X
I feel that these informations about the proper oscillations of a membrane, valuable as they are, are still very incomplete. I have certain conjectures on what a complete analysis of their asymptotic behavior should aim at; but since for more than 35 years I have made no serious attempt to prove them, I think I had better keep them to myself.
In general, it can not be expected that our f-function satisfies a functional equation of the Riemann type; one may guess that this This leads straight to the Riemann f-function X)n=i^~2* usually denoted not by f (s) but by f (25) . It was therefore natural that Minakshisundaram should investigate the spherical harmonics on a fe-dimensional sphere (in è + 1-dimensional space). Here he found indeed a sort of Riemann functional equation, the structure of which is, however, essentially more complicated than in the classical Riemann case k = 1.
The two-sphere is homogeneous because it permits a compact transitive Lie-group a of transformations s into itself, namely the group of rotations. The spherical harmonics of order / form a (2Z+1)-dimensional linear manifold that is invariant with respect to the group of rotations and has the property of irreducibility in this regard. Consider arbitrary (complex-valued) continuous functions on the sphere and define the scalar product of two such functions ƒ and g by the integral fg(P)f(P) -doep formed by means of the invariant area element dcop. It is obvious how to generalize this situation to any homogeneous manifold S of points P, that is, any manifold that permits a compact transitive Lie-group a of transformations s, P-*sP. The existence of an invariant volume element on such a manifold (which itself is of necessity compact) follows easily from the fact that a compact Lie-group has an invariant volume element ds. We normalize the unit for measuring volumes on the group so that the total volume Jds of the group becomes 1. The integrals with respect to 5 are then in truth mean values. The transform sf of a function ƒ ==ƒ (P) on S is defined by sf(sP) =/(P) or sf(P) =/(5~1P), A set ^(P), <j>h(P) of functions on 5, or the manifold of their linear combinations 0(P)=Xi-</>i(P)+ • • • +Xh-<t>h(P), is invariant if each s</>i(P) is a linear combination ^jO)ji(s)-<t>i(P) of the </ >*• themselves. Then s->||co^Cs)|| is a representation of degree h of the group a. Inequivalent irreducible invariant sets are orthogonal to each other. Besides orthogonality there is the completeness relation, to which we shall presently return. Thus we are in possession of the "eigenfunctions" of the homogeneous manifold, the sequence of which is subdivided into irreducible invariant sets of finite length. Theorems about summability of expansions in terms of these eigenfunctions have been proved by S. Bochner [20 ] . But so far they are eigenfunctions with-out eigenvalues. It was the young Dutch physicist H. B. G. Casimir who, prompted by the applications of group theory to quantum mechanics, found the eigenvalues. Indeed he constructed an invariant self-adjoint differential operator A working on arbitrary functions ƒ (P) which is the analogue of the Laplace operator on a sphere, and he was able to show that the functions of a given irreducible invariant set satisfy an equation A<£+X<£ = 0 with a constant X characteristic for the entire set [21 ] . Having the eigenfunctions, one can, following a suggestion by Bochner, form the J*-function «,."")_ 2*^ n An and might expect that this function, in addition to having the properties quite generally established by Minakshisundaram, will satisfy a functional equation of Riemann's type. But this is a question that remains to be investigated.
6. Integral equations and the group-theoretic completeness relation. The proof of the completeness relation for invariant sets on a homogeneous manifold S is one of the most surprising applications of the eigenvalue theory of integral equations. If the manifold 5 is the compact Lie group itself under the influence of its left translations, then this theorem states the completeness of the totality of all irreducible representations of the group. But the method for its proof, developed in 1927 by F. Peter and the speaker [22] , not only carries over to the homogeneous manifolds, but applies to a far more general situation, that is best described in axiomatic terms [23] . We replace the functions on the homogeneous manifold by vectors ƒ in a vector space 2 and suppose that 2 bears a Hermitian metric defined by a scalar product (g, ƒ) with the usual properties including the positive character of (ƒ, ƒ) == ||/|| 2 . An abstract compact Lie group a is given and a representation of its elements 5 by linear transformations ƒ->sf in our vector space. The invariance of the metric is assumed, (sg, sf) = (g, ƒ). Let ƒ be a given vector. All vectors that will occur in our construction are prepared from ƒ by forming linear combinations of its transforms sf. Besides 2 we envisage the "vector space" S of all continuous functions £ = £(s) on the group manifold cr and define a linear mapping £->g of H onto 2 by g -ra -ƒ«(») •*/•*. Thus the completeness relation follows, stating that the orthonormal sequence gi, gi, • • • , (g m , g n ) = S mnt resulting from our construction and consisting of sections of finite length, each of which is an invariant set, makes the absolute square sum | cti | 2 +1 ce 2 1 2 + • • • of the Fourier coefficients ai~(gi, ƒ) not only ^||/|| 2 , as is trivial (Bessel's inequality), but actually =||/|| 2 . The construction picks out those invariant sets that contribute to ƒ and ||/|| 2 . This feature is quite essential when, with Harald Bohr and J. von Neumann [24] , all restrictions concerning the group a are abandoned. The construction still works, provided one supposes ƒ to be "almost periodic." But in general there are under these circumstances more than denumerably many inequivalent irreducible invariant sets of vectors; but ƒ itself picks out those among them that matter for/.-The assumption of almost periodicity is highly restrictive. One may instead impose some slight restriction on the group, e.g., local compactness, and at the same time admit a far wider class of vectors ƒ. In that case nothing resembling completeness is to be expected unless one includes also representations of infinite degree. This step has recently been taken by D. Rykov and I. Gelfand in Russia, by V. Bargmann and I. Segal in this country [25] .
I think it is time for me to stop here. I have not even touched on the extension of Hubert's theory of bounded to non-bounded linear operators, which came about under the pressure of quantum me-chanics, nor to the connection between spectral decomposition and ergodic theory. Other mathematicians at other times have spoken or will speak on these subjects with more competence than I could. I hope you have taken this lecture for what it was meant to be: a Plaudereiy the chat of a man who has reached the age where it is more pleasant to remember the past than to look forward into the future. Even so, it gives him a little satisfaction to see that the issues to which the efforts of his youth were dedicated have kept alive over the years and are still in the process of unfolding their implications. (B) The main fact is as follows: The given values ft = w((2i), j8 2 = w>(û!2), • • • have to satisfy a sequence of inequalities of which the first, 3ft >0, involves only ft, the second ft and ft, and so on. If these inequalities are fulfilled then there are two possibilities, which are distinguishable by a convergence criterion. In the first, the limit point case, the problem has a unique solution; in the second, the limit circle case, the manifold of all solutions w(K) is obtained from that of all positive functions zÇK) by a certain Möbius transformation
A(k).z(k) + B(\) W(A) =
C(X).*(X)+0(X)
with coefficients A, B, C, D that are regular analytic functions of X in the upper half X-plane.
(C) Indeed replacing Xo, X by X, X in (6) one finds 
30W = 3X-f G(s,t)-$(t)-dt, Jo
